


Projects 5 and 6 Combined

Project 5: The Longer Essay:  Strategic Storytelling

Compose a 2,500-word essay that analyzes an info comic/graphic novel/theory comix in order to theorize
(struggle into thought) how and why it uses images and text, arguments and stories, characters and ideas to
reveal X (your/its BIG IDEA). Use at least seven external references, three from our readings and four from
your own research, using the online Library Catalogue’s Articles and Full Text search function to find scholarly
articles.  You must use at least three images, diagrams, and other visuals within your text to demonstrate,
illustrate, or explain your theorization. Target specialists in the relevant field in your paper. Utilize the MLA
citation style, however.

Over the semester you’ll write abstracts and short descriptive and analytical essays, as well as your
own info comic. In the last part of the class, you’ll combine your skills to create a sustained argument or
reflection based on an insight-vision-hunch-revelation-pattern-Eureka-leap-a ha-surprise-flash-idea about X
that you have while studying your info comic and its place in the world. The power of writing is ideation
and strategic storytelling, and this is your chance to produce and share ideas sparked by your text.

You will need to read your chosen text very closely and take notes to help you describe and
understand its form and functions. At the same time, you’ll need to use different perspectives, arguments,
and concepts from readings to articulate your own theory or new way of seeing-knowing-doing X revealed by
your information comic (or whatever term you think works best) and arguing for its significance. Why
should your target audience care about the text and your argument?

Continue using Horton as a guide, contrasting old ways and your new way of seeing comics,
specialized knowledge, knowledge in general, education, life—and/or some other way of framing X, the text’s
significance, its “why” and “what.” Shuttle between your info comic and your theory, your theory and other
theories, your info comic and traditional articles in your field, your audience and your subject matter, etc.

To generate your thesis (the form your revelation takes in language), carry a notebook or create a
Google folder to collect notes, ideas, and other generative materials; try experimenting with Horton’s old
school note-card method of composition or new school methods, such as Post-its and Sketchnotes to
spatialize ideas on a table or wall in order to define terms, discover relationships, organize arguments, and
generate minor and major insights. How do these visual methods connect to others we will learn, such as
battle lines of oppositions an author uses to make arguments, or conceptual spreadsheets gathering and
distinguishing different authors’ ideas, or schematic and narrative outlines, or sparklines that embed
arguments within an overarching rhetorical narrative, or the Paramedic Method of reshaping long, weak,
meandering sentences? How might these methods connect to info comics themselves? Is Horton right that
having and communicating a ha! moments comes down to order? Can this be done in other ways?

Horton describes writing the longer essay as a combination of mess (research) and mystery (insight), but
I add a third process: massage (transmediating or shaping your idea in appropriate media). This project requires
you to transmediate your idea into a written essay for specialists and a short presentation for non-specialists.
Your idea will take slightly different shapes in these media, and you should draw on all materials as tutor texts to
create the most professional work you can.

Drafts due: Th Nov 29 Final Paper due T Dec 6

Project 6: Micro-PechaKucha: Presenting your Ideas about your Info Comic

Compose a 6X20 (2 min) micro-PechaKucha that presents a condensed version of your Project 5 longer essay
for an educated general audience.

Presentation: Th Dec 1



Horton’s 10 Stages of Longer Essay 

1. Beginning before Beginning 

2. Listening Habit 

3. Generating Materials 

4. Note-taking 

5. Organizing Notes 

6. Incubation Stage 

7. Forming the Hypothesis 

8. Writing the First Draft 

9. Revising the First Draft 

10.Editing the Final Draft



TRANSMEDIA CASCADE/FLOW/SHUTTLE 

• Use BOOK and RESEARCH as discovery process : issues, perspectives, 
stakeholders, history, processes, problems of X … 

• Use EXTENDED NOTES and SPREADSHEETS/MATRICES to generate 
structured ideas, perspective, and evidence …  YOUR TOPICS of X 

• Use COSMOGRAMS to tune in MOST IMPORTANT topics/fault lines/

tensions/paradoxes: align BOOK’s cosmogram with your OWN: EUREKA! 

• Use  WHY WHAT HOW structure to compose ABSTRACTS   
• WHY X is IMPORTANT: WHAT X ‘is’: HOW you’ll approach X 

• Use ABSTRACTS to generate OUTLINES/SPARKLINES/EUREKAs!  

• Use NARRATIVE OUTLINES to flesh out and activate topics with conceptual 
propositions and to compose ROUGH DRAFT



Research Media Cascade
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1. Identify a key/enigmatic event in each quadrant* 

2. Describe key features or context 

3. Note the hopes shaping each quad 

4. Explore any tension or paradox 

5. Cycle around, zoom in/out, reframe, etc. 

6. Look for patterns, flashes of future 

* Feel free to substitute in ‘Religion,’ ‘Street,’ etc. 

Cosmogram 
Ulmer’s EPS: Existential Positioning System

School/
Career

Popular  
Culture

Community/ 
HistoryFamily



Self

Society

World

Design Challenge

 Compose a story across your three ecologies



Abstract   1:   
 
Ryan   Endris   and   Joe   Lee   attempt   to   teach   music   theory   through   their   graphic   novel   “Music  
Theory   for   Beginners”.   The   graphic   novel   format   is   intended   to   be   an   improvement   upon   more  
traditional   means   of   information   dissemination   like   textbooks,   as   it   incorporates   more   usage   of  
images   alongside   text.   However,   the   graphic   novel   format   makes   little   meaningful   improvement  
upon   its   predecessors.   The   images,   while   humorous,   contribute   very   little   to   the   graphic   novel  
and   serve   only   as   minor   additions   to   make   the   novel   slightly   more   engaging   than   if   it   were   plain  
text.   The   images   fail   to   take   advantage   of   the   unique   aspects   of   graphic   novels:   the   combination  
of   images   and   words   to   convey   information   that   would   not   be   able   to   be   conveyed   otherwise.  
Still,   graphic   novels   might   be   the   entirely   wrong   medium   for   this   type   of   writing.   The   topic   of  
Endris   and   Lee’s   graphic   novel   is   inherently   based   on   auditory   concepts,   which   can   never   be  
fully   captured   by   a   graphic   novel   or   textbook.   
 
Abstract   2:   
 
Ryan   Endris   and   Joe   Lee’s   “Music   Theory   for   Beginners”   is   a   graphic   novel   about   music   theory.  
The   graphic   novel   format   is   well   suited   for   its   audience:   beginners.   Throughout   the   graphic  
novel,   images   accompanying   the   text   add   humor,   often   illustrating   concepts   as   visual   puns.   This  
pairing   creates   an   association   between   tricky   concepts   and   more   memorable   images   and   jokes,  
increasing   the   effectiveness   of   the   graphic   novel   at   teaching   the   reader.   In   addition,   these  
images   add   pathos   to   the   graphic   novel,   accompanying   the   more   flavorless   text   and   making   the  
graphic   novel   more   engaging   for   the   audience.   Given   that   the   graphic   novel   is   aiming   to   teach  
beginners   the   basics   of   music   theory,   these   images   are   an   appropriate   addition   to   the   more  
standard   textbook   to   make   the   subject   more   approachable   to   those   new   to   the   field.  
 
Abstract   3:   
 
The   strengths   of   graphic   novels   originate   from   its   usage   of   both   images   and   words   together   to  
convey   information.   They   compliment   and   build   off   each   other   and   add   to   the   graphic   novel’s  
depth   of   both   emotion   and   logic.   Images   are   often   understood   to   be   drawings   or   other   types   of  
visual   art.   However,   they   can   also   be   diagrams   or   other   representations   of   concepts   in   a  
pictographic   form.   An   interesting   question   arises   from   this   definition:   can   musical   notation   be  
considered   a   graphic   novel?   As   shown   in   Ryan   Endris   and   Joe   Lee’s   graphic   novel,   “Music  
Theory   for   Beginners”,   the   various   symbols   used   in   sheet   music   have   different   meanings   and  
connotations   attached   to   them.   Examples   of   musical   notation   accompany   more   traditional  
drawings   in   the   graphic   novel,   both   adding   to   the   text   of   the   book.   

Nathan Huang3 Abstracts
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Notes   on    They   Called   Us   Enemy  
 

1. Struggles   of   thought  
a. Racism   
b. Immigra�on   
c. Iden�ty  
d. Sexual   orienta�on   
e. Cultural   diffusion  
f. View   of   Japanese   Americans   during   WW2  

i. Loyalty   to   Japan   or   the   USA?  
g. Deprived   of   rights  

i. Deporta�on  
h. Power   of   democracy   

2. What   is?   And   what   could   be?  
a. Showed   a   new   side   of   WW2  
b. Old   way:   war   �me   detainment/reloca�on   of   Japanese   Americans  
c. New   way:   US   gov’t   was   wronged,   and   surviving   Japanese   Americans   were   issued  

a   check   years   later  
3. Why?   And   How?   -   stakeholders   of   paper  

a. Immigrants   -   shows   how   US   can   turn   on   them   in   advent   of   viewing   their   ethnic  
country   as   the   enemy  

b. “White”   Americans   -   give   them   a   perspec�ve   of   Americans   of   different   ethnicity  
c. Policy   makers   -   show   consequences   of   their   ac�ons  
d. How:   keep   an   open   mind  

4. Calls   to   Adventure   and   Calls   to   Ac�on  
a. Immigrants  

i. Being   in   a   situa�on   where   US   is   at   war   with   your   mother   country  
b. Policy   makers  

i. Think   about   how   people   would   be   affected  
5. Star   moments  

a. George   seeing   their   reloca�on   as   an   adventure,   while   his   parents   were   deeply  
upset   and   humiliated   

i. Contrast   between   parents   and   children’s   perspec�ves  
b. George’s   mom   and   dad   refusing   to   pledge   uncondi�onal   loyalty   to   US  

i. Hypocrisy   of   pledging   loyalty   to   a   country   that   is   detaining   you  

c. George’s   father   saying   that   US   s�ll   has   the   best   government   because   of   the  
powers   of   democracy  

d. President   Reagen   issuing   an   apology   to   detainment   of   Japanese-Americans  
during   WW2  

i. Shows   that   democracy   does   change  
6. Key   conceptual   points   and   moves  

a. Immigrants’   iden�ty   conundrum   
b. It’s   not   that   easy   to   just   “say   no”   when   the   government   is   evic�ng   you  
c. Adap�ng   and   adjus�ng  
d. Racism   against   people   who   look   like   the   enemy  
e. Building   a   new   reputa�on   for   Asian-Americans  

7. Eurekas!   
a. George   Takei   paving   the   way   for   new   genera�on   of   Asian-Americans   in   film   and  

social   issues  
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traditional   means   of   information   dissemination   like   textbooks,   as   it   incorporates   more   usage   of  
images   alongside   text.   However,   the   graphic   novel   format   makes   little   meaningful   improvement  
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The   graphic   novel   format   is   well   suited   for   its   audience:   beginners.   Throughout   the   graphic  
novel,   images   accompanying   the   text   add   humor,   often   illustrating   concepts   as   visual   puns.   This  
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pictographic   form.   An   interesting   question   arises   from   this   definition:   can   musical   notation   be  
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WhyWhyHow Sparkline
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Conceptual Spreadsheet



Outline
1. Introduction 

2. Topic A 

3. Topic B, 

4. Topic C, etc. 

5. Conclusion
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Jon   McKenzie   •   jvm62@cornell.edu  
Department   of   English  
College   of   Arts   and   Sciences  

 
Final   Projects   WhyWhatHow   Sparkline  
 
Use   the   WhyWhatHow   Sparkline   to   Organize   Your   Paper   and   PechaKucha.    Research   papers   and   presenta�ons  
o�en   have   three-part   structures   of   introduc�on/argument/conclusion,   similar   yet   different   from   the   classic  
three-act   narra�ve   structure   found   in   myths,   novels,   and   fic�onal   comics:   set   up/confronta�on/   resolu�on.   
 
Narra�ves   involve   characters,   plot,   and   se�ng,   while   arguments   entail   evidence,   logic,   and   context.   Project  
histories,   case   studies,   even   process   descrip�on   all   rely   on   narra�ve.   One   way   in   is   simply   contextualizing   the  
topic   for   a   wider   audience.   Or   as   Lee   LeFever   suggests:   contextualizing   it,   telling   a   well-cra�ed   story,   and  
connec�ng   narra�ve   elements   to   detailed   descrip�ons   of   the   issue.   Nancy   Duarte   draws   on   narra�ve   theory   to  
design   organiza�onal   presenta�ons,   which   she   says   should   mix   story   and   argument   to   transport   audiences   from  
“what   is,”   through   a   series   of   contrasts   with    “what   could   be,”   to   produce   a   “state   of   bliss.”   The   difference  
between   “what   is”   and   “what   could   be”   measure   the    stakes ,   the    why ,   of   the   project.   Superimposing   LeFever   and  
Duarte:   start   with   context   (WHY),   tell   a   story   as   call   to   adventure,   contrast   IS/COULD   be,   and   end   describing   the  
project   with   a   call   to   ac�on   (HOW).  

 
Use   your   paper   and   presenta�on   to   present   arguments,   stories,   and   images   that   create   resonances   between  
your   theory   and   your   target   audience   or   stakeholder:   try   to   transport   them   from    what   is    to    what   could   be .   
 

Beginning :    What   Is?  
Who   are   your   stakeholders?  

 
 
 

Middle :    Contrast   of   What   Is/Could   Be  
What   makes   the   concept   dis�nc�ve?  

End :    What   Could   Be?  
How   can   project   best   succeed?  

Why    is   your   concept   
important   to   each   stakeholder?  

 
 
 

What    are   the   core   issues   
and   poten�al   solu�ons?  

How    does   your   concept   engage  
each   stakeholder?  

What   is   the    adventure ,   
what’s   at   stake   for   each   stakeholder?  

 
 

What   are   the   key    perspec�ves   
and    challenges ?  

 
 
 

What    ac�on    can   your  
stakeholders   take?   

 


